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Abstract
This paper studies the space of L2 harmonic forms and L2 harmonic spinors on Taub-
bolt, a Ricci-flat Riemannian 4-manifold of ALF type. We prove that the space of
harmonic square-integrable 2-forms on Taub-bolt is 2-dimensional and construct a
basis. We explicitly find all L2 zero modes of /DA, the Dirac operator twisted by an
arbitrary L2 harmonic connection A, and independently compute the index of /DA.
We compare our results with those known in the case of Taub-NUT and Euclidean
Schwarzschild as these manifolds present interesting similarities with Taub-bolt. In
doing so, we generalise known results concerning harmonic spinors on Euclidean
Schwarzschild.
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1 Introduction
The aim of this paper is to study L2 harmonic forms and L2 harmonic spinors on the
Taub-bolt (TB) manifold, and to compare these structures with the corresponding ones
on self-dual Taub-NUT (TN) and Euclidean Schwarzschild (ES).
The harmonic cohomology of non-compact manifolds is an interesting topic since
the usual Hodge decomposition results do not apply. In fact, little is known about
generic harmonic forms on a non-compact manifold, but the situation improves in the
case of square-integrable (L2) ones. In particular, we will make use of results [8] relating
the harmonic cohomology of a Riemannian manifold M satisfying certain asymptotic
conditions with the ordinary cohomology of a particular compactification of M , which
we refer to as the HHM compactification.
From the physical viewpoint, most interesting models of spacetime are non-compact
and harmonic forms on them represent solutions of the Maxwell equations of electro-
dynamics. The L2 assumption is a natural finite-energy condition. TB, TN and ES
are all Euclidean continuation of general relativity solutions, hence the problem we are
studying is the Euclidean continuation of one having physical relevance.
On a Riemannian 4-manifold we can ask for the electromagnetic field strength, a 2-
form, to be self-dual. Since electromagnetism is an Abelian theory, self-dual closed forms
are sometimes referred to as Abelian instantons. An interesting property of Abelian
instantons is that they give a vanishing contribution to the stress energy tensor. We will
prove that the space of L2 harmonic 2-forms on TB and ES is 2-dimensional, on TN is
1-dimensional, and in all cases self-dual 2-forms comprise a 1-dimensional subspace.
Of course, some of these results are well known. In particular, harmonic forms on
ES have been considered in [3, 14, 11]. While [14, 11] focus their attention on the self-
dual 2-forms, in [3] the 2-dimensional space of harmonic 2-forms is explicitly constructed
making use of the fact that any harmonic form on ES has to be rotationally invariant.
We construct the space of L2 harmonic forms on ES following a different approach as
we find the relation between harmonic cohomology and HHM compactification to be a
particularly interesting one. The space of harmonic L2 forms on TN is generated by a
self-dual one which has been studied before [14, 9, 10, 4]. The case of TB has not been
considered before.
Harmonic spinors, that is solutions of the (massless) Dirac equation, on a Rieman-
nian manifold are another topic of both mathematical and physical interest. A simple
argument based on Lichnerowicz’s formula and the fact that TN, ES have vanishing
scalar curvature shows that they admit no non-trivial L2 harmonic spinors. As for TB,
it is not a spin manifold. It is therefore natural to look at the twisted Dirac equation,
obtained by coupling the Dirac operator to an Abelian connection. Physically, we are
coupling the fermion described by the spinor field to an electromagnetic field.
In order for the problem to retain its interest, the Abelian connection should not be
completely arbitrary and connections having L2 harmonic curvature are natural candi-
dates. Harmonic spinors on TN have been studied in [14, 10]; harmonic spinors on ES
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in [14, 11]. We generalise the known results on ES by allowing for an arbitrary, rather
than self-dual, L2 harmonic connection. The case of TB has not been considered before.
As discussed, this paper contains no new results as far as TN is concerned, and only
moderately new ones in the case of ES. In light of this fact, results concerning TN are
recalled without being re-derived, and harmonic spinors on ES are treated succinctly
making heavy use of the treatment in [11]. By doing so, we focus our presentation on
the novel case of TB. Even so, one may wonder why considering TN and ES at all. We
would like to make the case that a comparison of this three manifolds in a single place
is worth having.
TB, TN and ES are all rotationally symmetric metrics (that is, their isometry group
has an SO(3) or SU(2) subgroup) which admit an additional isometric U(1) action.
In fact, they all are special cases of a 1-parameter family of metrics, the non self-dual
Euclidean Taub-NUT. The U(1)-action has fixed points: a single one, called a nut, in the
case of TN, a 2-sphere, known as a bolt, in the case of TB and ES. The SU(2) action on
TB and TN has orbits homeomorphic to a Hopf fibration, hence a twisted U(1) bundle
over S2. On ES this twisted bundle is replaced by the trivial fibration S2 × S1.
As we can see, TB displays the non-trivial topology of ES (which retracts onto
the bolt), and the non-trivial U(1) fibration of TN. Because of these similarities and
differences, a comparison with TN and ES is in order. As expected, L2 harmonic forms
and spinors on TB reflect its more intricate structure.
Besides TB, TN and ES, the non self-dual Euclidean Taub-NUT family contains a 4th
smooth metric, the Eguchi-Hanson (EH) one. The reason for focusing on TN, TB and ES
is that they all are of ALF type, that is their asymptotic volume growth resembles that
of Euclidean 3-space, while EH is of ALE type, that is its asymptotic growth resembles
that of Euclidean 4-space. TN and EH are hyperka¨hler manifolds hence in particular
Ricci-flat and self-dual. TB and ES are also Ricci-flat but not self-dual.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce TB, TN and ES
as particular cases of the non-self dual Euclidean Taub-NUT space. In Section 3 we fully
describe the space of L2 harmonic forms on them. In particular, we identify their HHM
compactification up to homeomorphisms, and relate harmonic 2-forms to the Poincare´
duals of non-trivial 2-cycles of this compactification. Section 4 is devoted to zero modes
of the Dirac operator twisted by a connection having harmonic curvature. We explicitly
find a family of solutions. By comparing their number with the calculation of the index of
the twisted Dirac operator in Section 5 we can conclude that, if the twisting connection
has self-dual curvature, we have found all the L2 harmonic spinors. In the case of a
generic harmonic connection, the number of solutions we find is still equal to the index,
but in the absence of a vanishing theorem for either the kernel or cokernel we cannot
exclude the existence of other solutions. The results obtained in Sections 3 and 4 are
discussed and compared in Section 6.
4
2 The non-self-dual Euclidean Taub-NUT manifold
The analytic continuation to Euclidean signature of the Lorentzian Taub-NUT manifold
has a metric of bi-axial Bianchi IX type
g = f2dr2 + a2(η21 + η
2
2) + c
2η23 , (1)
with ηi left-invariant 1-forms on SU(2),
η1 = sinψ dθ − cosψ sin θ dφ,
η2 = cosψ dθ + sinψ sin θ dφ,
η3 = dψ + cos θ dφ,
(2)
f = −
√
(r −N)(r +N)
(r − r+)(r − r−) , r± =M ±
√
M2 −N2, a =
√
r2 −N2, c = −2N
f
.
(3)
It is a Ricci-flat metric with isometry group SU(2)×U(1) which has been considered in
detail in [13].
Up to a change of orientation, M ≥ N ≥ 0, so that r+ ≥ r−. In order to avoid
curvature singularities, r ∈ [r+,∞) and for r > r+ fixed r hypersurfaces have the
topology of a lens space with s points identified. For generic values of M and N , the
surface r = r+ is a 2-sphere of fixed points of the U(1) isometry generated by the Killing
vector field ∂/∂ψ, known as a bolt. The angles (θ, φ) ∈ [0, π] × [0, 2π) are the usual
coordinates on a 2-sphere. In order to avoid conical singularities along the bolt, the
angle ψ has to be in the range ψ ∈ [0, 4π/s) with s a positive integer. It follows from
the analysis in [13] that only a few values of the parameters M , N , s, to be reviewed
below, yield smooth manifolds.
We take the orthonormal coframe
e1 = aη1, e
2 = aη2, e
3 = cη3, e
4 = −f dr (4)
and the volume element
vol = e1 ∧ e2 ∧ e3 ∧ e4 = −2N(r2 −N2) sin θ dψ ∧ dθ ∧ dφ ∧ dr. (5)
2.1 Taub-bolt
The case M = 54N , s = 1 gives the Taub-bolt (TB) manifold, which is topologically
equivalent to CP 2 with a point removed, or equivalently to a disk bundle over a 2-
sphere, the bolt r = r+. Its de Rham cohomology is therefore
HpdR(TB) =
{
R if p = 0, 2,
0 otherwise.
(6)
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The topology of a fixed r hypersurface is a Hopf fibration.
The metric is
gTB =
(
r2 −N2
(r − 2N)(r −N/2)
)
dr2+(r2−N2) (η21 + η22)+4N2((r − 2N)(r −N/2)r2 −N2
)
η23 ,
(7)
with r ∈ [2N,∞), ψ ∈ [0, 4π) and
aTB =
√
r2 −N2, cTB = 2N
√
(r − 2N)(r −N/2)
r2 −N2 , fTB = −
2N
cTB
. (8)
2.2 Taub-NUT
The case M = N , s = 1 gives the self-dual Taub-NUT manifold, which from now on
we refer to simply as Taub-NUT (TN). In this special case, r+ = r− = N and r = N
is a single point, known as a nut. The resulting manifold is diffeomorphic to R4. The
topology of a fixed r hypersurface is a Hopf fibration as in TB.
The metric is
gTN =
(
r +N
r −N
)
dr2 + (r2 −N2) (η21 + η22)+ 4N2(r −Nr +N
)
η23 . (9)
so that
aTN =
√
r2 −N2, cTN = 2N
√
r −N
r +N
, fTN = − 2N
cTN
, (10)
with r ∈ [N,∞), ψ ∈ [0, 4π).
2.3 Euclidean-Schwarzschild
Two limiting cases of the non-self-dual Taub-NUT metric also yield smooth manifolds.
For s = 2, N → ∞ with r2+ − N2 converging to a positive constant, one obtains the
Eguchi-Hanson space which we will not consider here.
Making the coordinate change ψ′ = 2Nψ ∈ [0, 8πN/s) and taking the limit N → 0,
s → 0, N/s → M one obtains the Euclidean-Schwarzschild (ES) manifold, which is
topologically a disk bundle over a 2-sphere. Therefore, its de Rham cohomology is, as
for TB, that of a 2-sphere. To the contrary of TN and TB however, the topology of a
fixed r hypersurface is a trivial circle bundle over S2.
The metric is
gES =
dr2
1− 2Mr
+ 16M2
(
1− 2Mr
)
dχ2 + r2d(η21 + η
2
2), (11)
with χ = ψ′/(4M) ∈ [0, 2π), r ∈ [2M,∞). To uniform the notation we write
gES = f
2
ESdr
2 + a2ES(dη
2
1 + dη
2
2) + c
2
ES dχ
2, (12)
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and e1 = aES η1, e
2 = aES η2, e
3 = cES dχ, e
4 = −fES dr, with
aES = r, cES = 4M
√
1− 2M
r
, fES = −4M
cES
. (13)
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3 Harmonic cohomology
In [8], the space L2Hp(M) of harmonic L2 differential p-forms on a non-compact manifold
M satisfying certain asymptotic conditions is related to the ordinary cohomology of a
particular compactification XM ofM , which we refer to as the Hausel-Hunsicker-Mazzeo
(HHM) compactification of M .
More precisely, let (M,g) be a smooth compact Riemannian manifold with boundary.
We assume that ∂M is the total space of a fibration F →֒ ∂M π−→ B. The space M is
said to have a fibred boundary metric if there is a neighbourhood U of ∂M where
g = dr2 + r2h˜+ k, (14)
with x = 1/r a boundary defining function, i.e. x = 0, dx 6= 0 on ∂M , h˜ a smooth
extension to U of π∗h for h some metric on B, and k a symmetric 2-tensor which
restricts to a metric on F .
Let M be the non-self-dual Taub-NUT space with metric (1), MR a truncation
of M at finite radius R > r+. The hypersurface ∂MR of fixed r = R is a fibration
S1 →֒ ∂MR → ΣR. For ES ∂MR is the trivial fibration S2× S1 while for TN and TB it
is the Hopf fibration. In all cases ΣR ≃ S2. The HHM compactification is obtained by
collapsing the fibres of ∂MR in the limit R→∞. Note that M = XM \Σ∞.
For large R, in a neighbourhood of ∂MR the metric (1) is, to leading order,
g ∼ dr2 + r2(η21 + η22) + 4N2η23 , (15)
hence of fibred boundary type. It is known [8] Corollary 1, [4], that in the case of a
fibred boundary metric with 3d boundary fibred by spheres XM is a smooth compact
manifold and its harmonic cohomology is given by
L2Hp(M) =

H1dR(XM ,Σ∞) if p = 1,
H2dR(XM ) if p = 2,
0 otherwise.
(16)
Let us determine HpdR(XM ) for M either TN, TB or ES. We take open sets U =
XM \Σ∞ ≃M , V a neighbourhood of Σ∞. The open set V is homotopically equivalent
to Σ∞ = S
2. The intersection U ∩ V retracts onto a hypersurface of large r hence
U ∩ V ∼ S3 for TN and TB, U ∩ V ∼ S2 × S1 for ES. The de Rham cohomology of TN
(TB and ES) is that of a point (a 2-sphere). A Mayer-Vietoris sequence applied to U ,
V , U ∩ V then gives
HpdR(XTN) =
{
R for p = 0, 2, 4,
0 otherwise,
HpdR(XTB) = H
p
dR(XES) =

R for p = 0, 4,
R
2 for p = 2,
0 otherwise.
(17)
It follows that harmonic cohomology is non-trivial only in degree 2, where
L2H2(TN) ≃ R, L2H2(TB) ≃ L2H2(ES) ≃ R2. (18)
While the de Rham cohomology of XM is enough to determine the dimension of
L2H2(M), we can actually identify the HHM compactifications of TN, TB and ES up
to homeomorphism. In order to do so, we look at the intersection forms of XTN, XTB
and XES. While on TB Σ∞ and the bolt, which we denote by Σb, generate the middle
dimension homology, on ES, due to the triviality of the fibration, the bolt and Σ∞ belong
to the same homology class.
In order to obtain a basis of H2(XES,A) on ES, we take Σ∞ and the surface Σc
constructed as follows. Consider a line in ES connecting a point on the bolt with one on
Σ∞ along a line of constant θ, φ. This surface is parametrised by the (r, χ) coordinates
and we take the orientation dχ∧dr. Above each point except the endpoints lies a circle,
hence the surface so constructed is topologically a 2-sphere.
With respect to the basis {Σb,Σ∞} on XTB, {Σ∞} on XTN, {Σc,Σ∞} on XES, the
intersection forms are
QXTB =
(−1 0
0 1
)
, QXTN = (1), QXES =
(
0 1
1 0
)
. (19)
A quick application of van Kampen’s theorem to the open sets U , V , U∩V considered
above shows that in all cases XM is simply connected. By Freedman’s classification
results, see e.g. [16], the homeomorphism type of a smooth simply connected 4-manifold is
completely determined by its intersection form. It follows that, up to homeomorphisms,
XTN = CP
2, XTB = CP
2#CP 2, XES = CP
1 × CP 1, (20)
where CP 2 denotes CP 2 with the reversed orientation and intersection form (−1).
We now determine a basis for L2H2 comprising of the Poincare´ duals of the 2-cycles
generating the homology of XTB, XTN, XES. We recall that, see e.g. [1], ifM is a smooth
n-manifold and S a closed oriented k-submanifold, the (closed) Poincare´ dual of S is
the unique cohomology class [δS ] ∈ Hn−kdR (M) such that for any form ω ∈ Hkcpt(M), the
cohomology group of k-forms on M with compact support, we have∫
S
ω =
∫
M
ω ∧ δS . (21)
We also recall that if ξ is a Killing vector field on a Ricci-flat manifold, then dξ♭ is
coclosed, hence harmonic.1 The 2-form ∗dξ♭ is also harmonic since the Hodge Laplacian
commutes with ∗. We take
ξ =
1
4N2
∂
∂ψ
, (22)
1In the compact setting dξ♭ would be trivial, but we are interested in non-compact manifolds.
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the generator of the U(1) isometry given by translation along the circle fibres. We have
ξ♭ =
c2
4N2
η3 =
(
r2 − 2Mr +N2
r2 −N2
)
η3, (23)
dξ♭ =
1
4N2
(
2cc′dr ∧ η3 − c2η1 ∧ η2
)
=
1
4N2
(2c′
f
e3 ∧ e4 − c
2
a2
e1 ∧ e2
)
,
∗dξ♭ = 1
4N2
(2c′a2
f
η1 ∧ η2 + c
3f
a2
η3 ∧ dr
)
=
1
4N2
(2c′
f
e1 ∧ e2 − c
2
a2
e3 ∧ e4
)
.
(24)
From (24) we see that dξ♭ is self-dual provided that
c2
a2
= −2c
′
f
. (25)
This condition should be compared with the equations for the self-duality of the Riemann
tensor on a Bianchi IX metric g = f2dr2 + a2η21 + b
2η22 + c
2η23 , which are [6]
2bc
f
a′ = (b− c)2 − a2 + 2κ bc (26)
and the other two cyclic permutations of (a, b, c). Here κ is a constant equal to 0 or 1.
For a bi-axial Bianchi IX metric a = b and two equations reduce to 2a
′
f =
c
a + 2(κ − 1),
while the remaining one becomes
2c′
f
= 2κ− c
2
a2
(27)
which for κ = 0 is equal to (25).
3.1 Taub-bolt
In the case of TB
dξ♭ = d
(
(r − 2N)(r −N/2)
r2 −N2 η3
)
= − U
′
2N
e3 ∧ e4 − U
r2 −N2 e
1 ∧ e2 (28)
with
U =
1
f2
=
(r − 2N)(r −N/2)
r2 −N2 , U
′ =
N
2
(
5N2 − 8Nr + 5r2
(r2 −N2)2
)
. (29)
The form dξ♭ is exact. It is not self-dual and ∗dξ♭ is also harmonic but not exact.
The bolt Σb and Σ∞ provide a basis for H2(XTB,Z). It can be checked that, for
FTB∞ = −
dξ♭
4π
, FTBbolt =
5
3
FTB∞ −
4
3
∗ FTB∞ , (30)
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we have ∫
TB
FTB∞ ∧ FTB∞ =
∫
Σ∞
FTB∞ = 1,∫
TB
FTB∞ ∧ FTBbolt =
∫
Σ∞
FTBbolt =
∫
Σb
FTB∞ = 0,∫
TB
FTBbolt ∧ FTBbolt =
∫
Σb
FTBbolt = −1.
(31)
Moreover FTB∞ , F
TB
bolt are square-integrable as∫
TB
FTB∞ ∧ ∗FTB∞ =
5
4
,
∫
TB
FTBbolt ∧ ∗FTBbolt =
5
4
, (32)
hence they generate L2H2(TB). The 2-form FTBbolt is non-exact and generates H2dR(TB).
By comparing with (19), we see that FTB∞ (respectively, F
TB
bolt) is the Poincare´ dual of
Σ∞ (respectively, Σb).
The (anti) self-dual combination has the simpler expression
FTBSD =
1
2
(
dξ♭ + ∗dξ♭
)
= −9
8
(
e1 ∧ e2 + e3 ∧ e4
(r +N)2
)
=
9
8
d
[(
r −N
r +N
)
η3
]
, (33)
FTBASD =
1
2
(
dξ♭ − ∗dξ♭
)
=
1
8
(
e1 ∧ e2 − e3 ∧ e4
(r −N)2
)
= −1
8
d
[(
r +N
r −N
)
η3
]
. (34)
Another interesting 2-cycle to consider is the one obtained as we did for Σc in ES, that
is by considering the circle fibration (except at the endpoints) over a line of constant θ,
φ connecting a point of Σb with a point of Σ∞. We denote it by Σc and equip it with the
orientation dr ∧ dψ. One can then check that, as homology classes, [Σc] = [Σ∞]− [Σb],
and correspondingly the Poincare´ dual of Σc is F
TB
∞ − FTBb .
3.2 Taub-NUT
In the case of TN,
c2
a2
= −2c
′
f
=
4N2
(r +N)2
, (35)
hence dξ♭ is self-dual,
dξ♭ = ∗dξ♭ = d
(
r −N
r +N
η3
)
= −
(
e1 ∧ e2 + e3 ∧ e4
(r +N)2
)
. (36)
In fact, on a hyperka¨hler manifold satisfying certain growth conditions, which is the
case for TN, any L2 harmonic form is necessarily self-dual [9]. The 2-form dξ♭ has been
considered several times [14, 9, 10, 4]. Defining
FTN∞ = −
dξ♭
4π
=
1
4π
(
e1 ∧ e2 + e3 ∧ e4
(r +N)2
)
, (37)
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we have ∫
Σ∞
FTN∞ =
∫
TN
FTN∞ ∧ FTN∞ = 1. (38)
Therefore, FTN∞ is square-integrable and by comparing with (19) we see that it is the
Poincare´ dual of Σ∞ in XTN.
We can also consider the 2-cycle Σc obtained by considering the circle bundle (except
at the endpoints) over a line of fixed θ, φ connecting the nut with a point of Σ∞ and
equipped with the orientation dr∧dψ. One can check that [Σc] = [Σ∞]. See [4] for more
details on the harmonic cohomology of TN and multi TN.
3.3 Euclidean Schwarzschild
In the case of ES we take
ξ =
1
16M2
∂
∂χ
. (39)
We have
dξ♭ = d
((
1− 2M
r
)
dχ
)
=
2M
r2
dr ∧ dχ = −e
3 ∧ e4
2r2
,
∗dξ♭ = 1
2
d(cos θ dφ) = −1
2
sin θ dθ ∧ dφ = −e
1 ∧ e2
2r2
.
(40)
The form dξ♭ is exact while ∗dξ♭ is proportional to the area form of the bolt and generates
H2dR(ES). Defining
FES∞ = −
dξ♭
2π
, FESΣc = ∗FES∞ = −
∗dξ♭
2π
, (41)
it can be checked that∫
ES
FES∞ ∧ FES∞ =
∫
Σ∞
FES∞ = 0,∫
ES
FES∞ ∧ FESΣc =
∫
Σ∞
FESΣc =
∫
Σc
FES∞ = 1,∫
ES
FESΣc ∧ FESΣc =
∫
Σc
FESΣc = 0,
(42)
hence FES∞ , F
ES
Σc
generate L2H2(ES). By comparing with (19) we see that they are the
Poincare´ duals of Σ∞ and Σc. We again have the (anti) self-dual combination
FESSD =
1
2
(
dξ♭ + ∗dξ♭
)
= −1
4
e3 ∧ e4 + e1 ∧ e2
r2
= −1
4
(
4M
r2
dχ ∧ dr + sin θ dθ ∧ dφ
)
,
FESASD =
1
2
(
dξ♭ − ∗dξ♭
)
= −1
4
e3 ∧ e4 − e1 ∧ e2
r2
= −1
4
(
4M
r2
dχ ∧ dr − sin θ dθ ∧ dφ
)
.
(43)
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4 Harmonic spinors
Harmonic spinors are solutions of the Dirac equation /Dψ = 0 with ψ belonging to the
4-dimensional complex spin representation. While TN and ES are spin manifolds, they
admit no non-trivial L2 harmonic spinors [14]; TB is not spin. In order to consider a
more interesting problem, we study the Dirac operator twisted by an Abelian connection
having harmonic curvature. ForM any of TB, TN, ES, we require our solutions to extend
to the HHM compactification XM of M .
Twisting the Dirac operator amounts to tensoring the spinor bundle with a complex
line bundle. Complex line bundles over a manifold XM are classified by H
2(XM ,Z).
As shown in Section 3, the HHM compactification of TB, TN, ES is homeomorphic to,
respectively, CP 2#CP
2
, CP 2, S2 × S2, hence
H2(XTB,Z) = H
2(XES,Z) = Z
2, H2(XTN,Z) = Z. (44)
Since S2 × S2 is spin, the spinor bundle is well defined. A real 2-form F on ES is
the curvature of a connection provided that the cohomology class F/(2π) is integral,
resulting in the quantisation conditions (104) below.
Let now X be either XTB or XTN, which are not spin. Separately, the spinor bundle
on X and a line bundle on X with half-integer2 Chern number are not well-defined.
However, their tensor product is well defined and equips X with a SpinC structure [12].
Therefore, we require the cohomology class F/2π of a real 2-form F on TB or TN to be
half-integral, resulting in the conditions (71) for TB and in the condition (96) for TN.
Zero modes of the twisted Dirac operator on TN and ES have been studied before
[14, 10, 11], although in the case of ES our choice of a connection is more general. TB
has not been considered before so we focus on it.
The Dirac operator /DA on a bi-axial Bianchi IX manifold with metric (1) twisted by
an Abelian real-valued connection A has the form, see Appendix A,
/DA =
(
0 T
†
A
TA 0
)
, (45)
with
TA =
i
f
(
∂r +
a′
a
+
c′
2c
+A(E4)
)
1+ iBA, (46)
T
†
A =
i
f
(
∂r +
a′
a
+
c′
2c
+A(E4)
)
1− iBA, (47)
BA =
1
2a
(
2iD3/λ 2iD−
2iD+ −2iD3/λ
)
+
1
2a
(
2 + λ2
2λ
)
. (48)
2We say that a number n is half-integer if n = (2k + 1)/2 with k ∈ Z.
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Here λ = c/a, Di = Xi + iA(Xi), i = 1, 2, 3, D± = D1 ± iD2. The vector fields Xi are
dual to the left-invariant 1-forms (2) and given by
X1 = sinψ ∂θ +
cosψ
sin θ
(cos θ ∂ψ − ∂φ) ,
X2 = cosψ ∂θ − sinψ
sin θ
(cos θ ∂ψ − ∂φ) ,
X3 = ∂ψ.
(49)
By the results of Section 3, harmonic connections satisfy A(X1) = A(X2) = A(∂r) =
0, so that D± = X± = X1 ± iX2, D3 = X3 + iA(X3) = X3 + ip˜/2 with
p˜ = 2A(X3) (50)
a function of r only. Hence
TA =
i
f
(
∂r +
a′
a
+
c′
2c
)
1+
i
2a
PA, T
†
A =
i
f
(
∂r +
a′
a
+
c′
2c
)
1− i
2a
PA,
PA =
(
(2iX3 − p˜)/λ 2iX−
2iX+ −(2iX3 − p˜)/λ
)
+
(
2 + λ2
2λ
)
1.
(51)
The operator PA is essentially the twisted Dirac operator on the squashed 3-sphere,
which has been considered in [15]. A review of its main properties following the notation
used here can be found in [5]. We recall in particular that, because of the spherical
symmetry of the problem, the operators /DA, PA commute with the scalar Laplacian on
the round 3-sphere
△S3 = −(X21 +X22 +X23 ), (52)
hence we can restrict PA to an eigenspace of △S3 .
The eigenspaces of △S3 are given by the irreducible representations Vj ⊗ Vj of
sl(2,C) ⊕ sl(2,C), where j ≥ 0, 2j ∈ Z and Vj is the irreducible representation of
sl(2,C) of dimension 2j + 1. We use the shorthand notation |j,m,m′〉 for the element
|j,m〉 ⊗ |j,m′〉 ∈ Vj ⊗ Vj . Let
{|j,m,m′〉 : m,m′ ∈ {−j,−j + 1, . . . , j − 1, j}} (53)
be a basis of Vj⊗Vj consisting of simultaneous eigenvectors of△S3 and iX3. It is possible
to show that the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of PA are(
C1|j,m,m′〉
C2|j,m+ 1,m′〉
)
λ
2 ± 1λ
√
(2m+ 1− p˜)2 + 4λ2(j −m)(j +m+ 1),
−j ≤ m ≤ j − 1 (54)(
0
|j,−j,m′〉
)
λ
2
+
1
λ
(2j + 1 + p˜), m = −j − 1 (55)(|j, j,m′〉
0
)
λ
2
+
1
λ
(2j + 1− p˜), m = j (56)
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with C1/C2 satisfying the relation
C1
C2
=
1
λ
[
2m+ 1− p˜±
√
(2m+ 1− p˜)2 + 4λ2(j −m)(j +m+ 1)
2
√
(j −m)(j +m+ 1)
]
. (57)
All the eigenvectors have multiplicity 2j + 1 coming from the allowed values of m′ ∈
{−j,−j + 1, . . . , j − 1, j}.
Let us go back to solving the equation /DAψ = 0. By (45), writing
ψ =
(
Ψ
Φ
)
, (58)
with Ψ,Φ 2-component Weyl spinors, we get the equations
T
†
AΦ = 0 = TAΨ. (59)
Consider first the equation TAΨ = 0. Any solution can be written in the form
Ψ = h(r)υ, (60)
with h a radial function and υ an eigenvector of PA. Writing Λ for the eigenvalue of υ,
substituting in (51) gives
TAΨ =
[
i
f
(
∂r +
a′
a
+
c′
2c
)
+
iΛ
2a
]
Ψ (61)
and the equation TAΨ = 0 reduces to the ODE
h′ +
[
a′
a
+
c′
2c
+
f
2a
Λ
]
h = 0, (62)
which integrates to
h =
h0
a
√
c
exp
(
−1
2
∫
fΛ
a
dr
)
, (63)
with h0 a positive constant.
The equation T†AΦ = 0 can be treated similarly by taking
Φ = k(r)υ, (64)
with h a radial function and υ an eigenvector of PA, to obtain the ODE
k′ +
[
a′
a
+
c′
2c
− f
2a
Λ
]
k = 0, (65)
which integrates to
k =
k0
a
√
c
exp
(
1
2
∫
fΛ
a
dr
)
, (66)
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with k0 a positive constant.
We note that on a manifold with infinite volume and non-negative scalar curvature
s, T†A (respectively, TA) has no non-trivial L
2 zero modes if F = dA is self-dual (anti
self-dual). In fact, by the generalised Lichnerowicz’s formula, see e.g. [12],
/D
2
Aψ = △ψ +
s
4
ψ +
1
2
Fµνγµγνψ, (67)
where △ = ∇◦∇ is the connection Laplacian and ∇ the covariant derivative associated
to the spin connection. If F is self-dual (anti self-dual), the last term of (67) vanishes
when ψ is a right-handed (left-handed) spinor. In either case since s ≥ 0, using the fact
that /DA, ∇ are formally self-adjoint, we obtain
0 = 〈∇ψ,∇ψ〉 + s
4
〈ψ,ψ〉, (68)
so that a square-integrable spinor ψ has to vanish or, if s = 0, to be covariantly constant,
hence zero in a manifold with infinite volume.
In the next subsections we specialise to TB, TN and ES with the Dirac operator
twisted by a general (i.e. not necessarily self-dual) harmonic connection.
4.1 Taub-bolt
As we have seen in Section 3.1, a generic harmonic L2 2-form F on TB can be written
F = −π (AFTB∞ +BFTBbolt) = (3A+ 5B12
)
dξ♭ − B
3
∗ dξ♭, (69)
with A,B constants. It can be checked that F = dA with
A =
(
3A+ 5B
12
U − B
6N
(r2 −N2)U ′
)
η3, (70)
with U given by (29). Unless B = 0, A is not well-defined on the bolt r = 2N since η3
is not defined there. The 2-form F is globally defined but not exact.
As discussed at the beginning of Section 4, F/(2π) needs to be a half-integral coho-
mology class, hence we impose the conditions
− 1
2π
∫
Σb
F = p+ 1
2
, p ∈ Z, − 1
2π
∫
Σ∞
F = q + 1
2
, q ∈ Z. (71)
By (31),
− 1
2π
∫
Σb
F = −B
2
, − 1
2π
∫
Σ∞
F = A
2
, (72)
hence we find the conditions
B = −(2p + 1), A = 2q + 1, p, q ∈ Z (73)
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and (69) becomes
F = −π
(
(2q + 1)FTB∞ − (2p+ 1)FTBbolt
)
=
(
3q − 5p − 1
6
)
dξ♭ +
(
2p+ 1
3
)
∗ dξ♭. (74)
It is shown in Appendix B that taking υ in (63) or (64) to be an eigenvector of PA of
the form (54) leads to no non-trivial L2 harmonic spinors. Here we consider the choices
(56), for which υ = (|j,m = j,m′〉, 0)T , and (55), for which υ = (0, |j,m = −j,m′〉, 0)T .
For the sake of brevity, in the following the cases (56), (55) will be referred to as m = j,
m = −j respectively.
Using the values in (8), we calculate
a′TB
aTB
+
c′TB
2cTB
=
8r3 − 15r2N + 5N3
8a2TBV
, V = (r − 2N)(r −N/2) =
(cTBaTB
2N
)2
. (75)
Consider first the case m = j. Substituting the corresponding eigenvalue for Λ in
(62) we get the ODE
−2h′ +
(
−8r
3 − 15r2N + 5N3
4a2TBV
+ (2j + 1− p˜) a
2
TB
2NV
+
N
a2TB
)
h = 0, (76)
with
p˜ = 2A(X3) = 3A+ 5B
12
U − B
6N
(r2 −N2)U ′. (77)
The ODE has solution
h =
C√
r +N
e
(1+4j−2q)r
8N (r − 2N)j−
p
2 (r −N/2)
4j−1+2p
16 , (78)
with C a constant.
The case m = −j, can be obtained replacing p˜ by −p˜, or equivalently q + 12 by
− (q + 12) and p+ 12 by − (p+ 12). The solution of the corresponding ODE is
h =
C√
r +N
e
(4j+2q+3)r
8N (r − 2N)
1+2j+p
2 (r −N/2)
4j−3−2p
16 . (79)
The m = j and m = −j solutions can be written in a unified format as
h =
C√
r +N
e
(2j+1∓(q+12))r
4N (r − 2N)j+ 14∓ 12(p+ 12) (r −N/2) j4− 18± 18(p+ 12) , (80)
with the top (bottom) sign if m = j (m = −j).
The volume form
− a2TB cTB fTBdr ∧ η1 ∧ η2 ∧ η3 = 2N(r2 −N2)dr ∧ η1 ∧ η2 ∧ η3 (81)
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does not affect square-integrability at either r = 2N or ∞. The solution (80) is L2
around r = 2N if and only if 2j ∓ (p+ 12)+ 12 > −1. Since 2j, p ∈ Z, equivalently
2j + 1 ≥ ±
(
p+
1
2
)
+
1
2
. (82)
Square-integrability at large r gives 2j + 1∓ (q + 12) < 0, or
2j + 1 ≤ ±
(
q +
1
2
)
− 1
2
. (83)
The two conditions taken together read
±
(
p+
1
2
)
+
1
2
≤ 2j + 1 ≤ ±
(
q +
1
2
)
− 1
2
. (84)
Hence q ≥ 2j + 1 ≥ 1, p ≤ q − 1 if m = j; q ≤ −2j − 2 ≤ −2, p ≥ q + 1 if m = −j.
The case T†AΦ = 0 can be treated similarly. Without giving the full details, we find
k =
C√
r +N
e
−(2j+1∓(q+12))r
4N (r − 2N)−(j+ 34∓ 12(p+ 12)) (r −N/2)−( j4+ 38∓ 18(p+ 12)) , (85)
with the top (bottom) sign if m = j (m = −j). Square integrability at r = 2N gives
2j ∓ (p+ 12) < −1/2, or equivalently
2j ∓
(
p+
1
2
)
≤ −3
2
. (86)
Square integrability at large r gives 2j + 1∓ (q + 12) > 0, or
2j + 1 ≥ ±
(
q +
1
2
)
+
1
2
. (87)
The two conditions taken together read
±
(
q +
1
2
)
+
1
2
≤ 2j + 1 ≤ ±
(
p+
1
2
)
− 1
2
. (88)
Hence p ≥ 2j + 1 ≥ 1, q ≤ p− 1 if m = j; p ≤ −2j − 2, q ≥ p+ 1 if m = −j. Note that
(88) is equal to (84) with p↔ q. By comparing (84) with (88) we see that if T†A admits
non-trivial L2 zero modes then TA does not, and viceversa.
Each zero mode has multiplicity 2j+1, so if ± (p+ 12)+ 12 ≤ ± (q + 12)− 12 then TA
has
±
(
q+
1
2
)
−
1
2∑
i=±
(
p+
1
2
)
+
1
2
i =
q(q + 1)
2
− p(p+ 1)
2
(89)
L2 zero modes of the form (80). If ± (q + 12)+ 12 ≤ ± (p+ 12)− 12 then T†A has
−
(
q(q + 1)
2
− p(p + 1)
2
)
(90)
L2 zero modes of the form (85).
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Self-dual case
By (74), F is self-dual for q = 3p+ 1. In this case, as discussed at the end of Section 4,
T
†
A has no non-trivial L
2 zero modes. The solution (80) reduces to
h =
C√
r +N
e
(2j+1∓3(p+12))r
4N (r − 2N)j+ 14∓ 12(p+ 12) (r −N/2) j4− 18± 18(p+ 12) . (91)
Condition (84) becomes
±
(
p+
1
2
)
+
1
2
≤ 2j + 1 ≤ ±3
(
p+
1
2
)
− 1
2
. (92)
In particular, p ≥ 0 for m = j and p ≤ −1 for m = −j. By (89), for any p ∈ Z the
number of L2 harmonic spinors is
3
(
±
(
p+
1
2
)
+ 1
2
)
−2∑
i=±
(
p+
1
2
)
+
1
2
i = (2p + 1)2. (93)
4.2 Taub-NUT
Harmonic spinors on TN have been studied in [14, 10, 5] so we only recall briefly the
relevant results. As discussed in Section 3.2, any harmonic L2 form on TN is self-dual
and can be written
F = −2πAFTN∞ =
A
2
dξ♭ = dA, (94)
with A a constant and
A = A
2
(
r −N
r +N
)
η3. (95)
In order for the cohomology class F/(2π) to be half-integral we require
− 1
2π
∫
Σ∞
F = A = q + 1
2
, q ∈ Z, (96)
hence
F = −π(2q + 1)FTN∞ . (97)
Since F is self-dual, only TA has non-trivial L2 zero modes. It can be shown [10, 5]
that these zero modes are of the form
Ψ =

(
K1
0
)
h(r) |j, j,m′〉 for q ≥ 0,(
0
K2
)
h(r) |j,−j,m′〉 for q < 0.
(98)
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The radial function h satisfies a different ODE. In terms of the coordinates used here, h
is given by [10]
h = C
(r −N)j√
r +N
e
(2j+1∓(q+12))r
4N , (99)
with C an arbitrary constant and the top (bottom) sign if m = j (m = −j). It is L2 for
2j + 1 < ± (q + 12), or equivalently
1 ≤ 2j + 1 ≤ ± (q + 12)− 12 . (100)
The number of L2 harmonic spinors is
±
(
q+
1
2
)
−
1
2∑
i=1
i =
q(q + 1)
2
. (101)
4.3 Euclidean-Schwarzschild
Harmonic spinors on ES have been studied in [11], where, however, only the case of a
self-dual L2 connection is considered. We treat here the more general case of a generic
L2 harmonic connection.
As discussed in Section 3.3, any L2 harmonic form on ES can be written
F = −2π (q FES∞ + pFESΣc ) = p ∗ dξ♭ + q dξ♭ = dA, (102)
with
A = p
2
η3 + q
(
1− 2M
r
)
dχ. (103)
In order for F to be the curvature of a connection on XES, we require
− 1
2π
∫
Σc
F = q ∈ Z, − 1
2π
∫
Σ∞
F = p ∈ Z. (104)
Since ES is not of Bianchi IX form, the treatment in Section 4 needs to be modified.
We follow [11] but for a few changes in the notation and the more general choice of A.
We take orthonormal coframe
e1 = aES dθ, e2 = aES sin θ dφ, e3 = cES dχ, e4 = −fES dr. (105)
For the remaining of this section we drop the ES decoration in a, c, f . The associated
spin connection is
ω14 = − a
′
af
e1, ω24 = − a
′
af
e2, ω34 = − c
′
cf
e3, ω12 = − cos θ
a sin θ
e2, ω23 = ω13 = 0.
(106)
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The twisted Dirac operator (138) is
/DA =
(
0 T˜
†
A
T˜A 0
)
(107)
with
T˜A = −
− if (∂r + a′a + c′2c)+ 1c (∂χ + iA(∂χ)) 1a (∂θ − isin θ∂φ + s˜ cot θ)
1
a
(
∂θ +
i
sin θ∂φ − s cot θ
) − if (∂r + a′a − c′2c)− 1c (∂χ + iA(∂χ))
 ,
(108)
T˜
†
A =
 if (∂r + a′a + c′2c)+ 1c (∂χ + iA(∂χ)) 1a (∂θ − isin θ∂φ + s˜ cot θ)
1
a
(
∂θ +
i
sin θ∂φ − s cot θ
)
i
f
(
∂r +
a′
a +
c′
2c
)
− 1c (∂χ + iA(∂χ))
 ,
(109)
where we have defined
s =
p− 1
2
, s˜ =
p+ 1
2
. (110)
It can be shown [11] that the gauge transformation /DA → G /DAG−1 with
G = diag
(
exp(isφ), exp(is˜φ), exp(isφ), exp(is˜φ)
)
(111)
maps T˜A, T˜A
†
to TA, T
†
A, given by
TA =
i
f
(
∂r +
a′
a
+
c′
2c
)
1− 1
c
(∂χ + iA(∂χ))σ3 − i
a
/DS2,p, (112)
T
†
A =
i
f
(
∂r +
a′
a
+
c′
2c
)
1+
1
c
(∂χ + iA(∂χ))σ3 + i
a
/DS2,p, (113)
where /DS2,p is the Dirac operator on S
2 twisted by the line bundle with Chern number
p. We refer to [10] for more details on /DS2,p and its zero modes. They belong to the
SU(2) representation of dimension |p|. We denote by ϕ+ (ϕ−) a zero mode of /DS2,p
with p ≥ 1 (p ≤ −1) and recall that only the top (bottom) component of ϕ+ (ϕ−) is
non-zero.
Writing ψ = (Ψ,Φ)T the Dirac equation gives TAΨ = 0 = T
†
AΦ. Consider first the
equation TAΨ = 0. We take the ansatz
Ψ± = ϕ±h±(r)e
±i
(
n+
1
2
)
χ
, (114)
with n ∈ Z and the upper (lower) sign for p ≥ 1 (p ≤ −1). Using the relations
f
c
(
1− 2M
a
)
= − a
′
4M
,
f
c
= − a
′
4M
− 1
2
(log ac2)′, (115)
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the equation TAΨ = 0 reduces to the ODE
(log h±)
′ + log(a
√
c)′ = ±
(
n+
1
2
)
(log c
√
a)′ ±
(
n+
1
2
− q
)
a′
4M
(116)
which has solution
h± = C˜± c
na
n
2
− 3
4 e(n+
1
2
∓q) a4M = C±
(
1− 2M
r
)n/2
r
n
2
− 3
4 e(n+
1
2
∓q) r4M , (117)
with C˜± a constant, C± = (4M)
nC˜±. The solution (117) is L
2 for
0 ≤ n ≤ ±q − 1. (118)
Since the zero mode ϕ± of /DS2,p has multiplicity |p|, for either sign choice the space of
L2 zero modes of TA obtained from the ansatz (114) has dimension
pq. (119)
Consider now T†AΦ = 0 and take the ansatz
Φ± = ϕ±k±(r)e
±i
(
n+
1
2
)
χ
(120)
with n ∈ Z and the upper (lower) sign if p ≥ 1 (p ≤ −1). The equation T†AΦ = 0 reduces
to the ODE
(log k±)
′ + log(a
√
c)′ = ±
(
n+
1
2
)
(log c
√
a)′ ±
(
n+
1
2
+ q
)
a′
4M
, (121)
which has solution
k± = K˜± c
na
n
2
− 3
4 e(n+
1
2
±q) a4M = K±
(
1− 2M
r
)n/2
r
n
2
− 3
4 e(n+
1
2
±q) r4M , (122)
with K˜± a constant, K± = (4M)
nK˜±. The solution (122) is L
2 for
0 ≤ n ≤ ∓q − 1, (123)
hence for either sign choice the space of L2 zero modes of T†A coming from the ansatz
(120) has dimension
− pq. (124)
By (102), F is self-dual if p = q, in which case there are exactly |p|2 square-integrable
zero modes. By comparing the L2 conditions (118), (123) we see that if TA admits non-
trivial L2 zero modes, T†A does not, and viceversa.
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5 The index of /DA
If (M,g) is a Riemannian oriented 4-manifold with boundary ∂M and /DA is the Dirac
operator twisted by a connection A with curvature F , by the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer
(APS) index theorem, see e.g. [2],
index( /DA) = dim(Ker(TA))− dim(Ker(T†A))
=
1
192π2
∫
M
Tr(Ω2) +
1
8π2
∫
M
F ∧ F − 1
192π2
∫
∂M
Tr (θ ∧ Ω)− 1
2
(η(0) + h).
(125)
Here Ω is the curvature of some connection on M , Tr(Ω2) = −Ωab ∧Ωab, θ is the second
fundamental form of ∂M and η(0) + h is a non-local boundary contribution depending
on the spectrum of the Dirac operator induced on the boundary.
The first two terms are the usual bulk contributions to the index, the third one is
a local boundary contribution. The fourth term is a non-local boundary term related
to the spectrum of the Dirac operator induced on the boundary. The operator /DA in
(125) acts on L2 spinors satisfying certain global boundary conditions which are trivially
satisfied in the case of L2 spinor on a non-compact manifold having infinite volume.
The third term only depends on the asymptotic geometry of the manifold and van-
ishes if ∂M has the structure of a metric product [7], as is the case for ES. An explicit
computation shows that it vanishes on TN [14] and hence also on TB which has the
same asymptotic geometry.
The fourth term only depends on the asymptotic behaviour of M and A. It vanishes
on ES [14]. In [15] it has been computed for a TN-like asymptotic and a connection with
asymptotic form
A ≃ ℓ
2
η3 (126)
with ℓ a constant, with the result
η(0) + h = −1
6
+ ℓ2 − [|ℓ|]([|ℓ|] + 1), (127)
where [x] is the largest integer strictly smaller than x.
5.1 Taub-bolt
From (70), (73) we find ℓ = q + 12 , q ∈ Z, so that [|ℓ|] = q if q ≥ 0 and [|ℓ|] = −q − 1 if
q ≤ −1. In either case
η(0) + h =
1
12
. (128)
Using (74), (31) we calculate
1
8π2
∫
TB
F ∧ F = q(q + 1)− p(p+ 1)
2
. (129)
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Using e.g. the curvature form Ω of Levi-Civita connection one calculates∫
TB
Tr(Ω2) = 8π2. (130)
Therefore, by (125),
index( /DA) =
q(q + 1)− p(p+ 1)
2
. (131)
The absolute value of (131) is equal to the number of L2 zero modes found in Section
4.1, see equations (89), (90). For a generic harmonic connection both TA and T
†
A can
have non-trivial kernel, and the fact that (80), (85) give all the L2 harmonic spinors
rests on the explicit analysis of Section 4.1. In the self-dual case Ker(T†A) = 0 and (131)
directly confirms that (91) gives all the L2 harmonic spinors.
5.2 Taub-NUT
The case of TN is discussed in [14, 5]. We briefly recall the result. The connection
(95) has the same asymptotic value it has on TB, hence the fourth term in (125) again
evaluates to − 124 . Using e.g. the curvature of the spin connection one calculates∫
TN
Tr(Ω2) = −16π2. (132)
By (94), (38), ∫
TN
F ∧ F = 4π2
(
q +
1
2
)2
. (133)
Since any harmonic form is self-dual, Ker(T†A) is trivial. Hence
index( /DA) = dim (Ker(TA)) =
1
2
q(q + 1), (134)
in agreement with (101). Therefore, (99) gives all the L2 harmonic spinors on TN.
5.3 Euclidean Schwarzschild
In this case the only non-vanishing term in (125) is the second one [14]. For F given by
(102), using (42) we calculate
index( /DA) =
1
8π2
∫
ES
F ∧ F = pq. (135)
The absolute value of (135) is equal to the number of zero modes found in Section 4.3,
see equations (119), (124). In the self-dual case q = p we can conclude to have found all
the L2 harmonic spinors, but otherwise we cannot exclude that an ansatz more general
than (114), (120) could give other solutions.
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6 Conclusions
It is time to discuss and interpret our results. As previously remarked, TB, TN and ES
are Ricci-flat complete 4-manifolds with SU(2)×U(1) or SO(3)×U(1) as their isometry
group. There are similarities in their asymptotic geometry (TN and TB), topology (ES
and TB), structure of the fixed points locus under the U(1) action (ES and TB).
Among the three manifolds, TN has the simplest structure. The space of L2 har-
monic 2-forms is 1-dimensional and every harmonic form is self-dual. Connections with
L2 harmonic curvature which extend to the HHM compactification are classified by an
integer q. Harmonic L2 spinors belong to the direct sum of the SU(2) representation of
dimension n for n ranging from 0 to |q|. This simple structure can be related to the fact
that TN is topologically trivial and equipped with a particularly rich geometrical struc-
ture — it is a hyperka¨hler manifold, a fact which by itself forces every L2 harmonic form
to be self-dual [9]. Topological considerations still arise, for example in the quantisation
of q, due to the roˆle played by the HHM compactification, given in this case by CP 2.
We note that the HHM compactification takes into account the geometry of the
space. In fact for spaces of ALF type such as those we have been considering, the circle
fibres approach a finite length asymptotically, while the volume grows unboundedly in
the other directions. The HHM compactification is obtained by shrinking to zero size
the finite-size asymptotic circle fibres.
TB and ES both have the homotopy type of a 2-sphere, and their HHM compact-
ification has 2-dimensional middle homology. However, due to the differences in the
topology of their fixed r hypersurfaces, the HHM compactifications are different, the
quadric CP 1 × CP 1 in the case of ES and CP 2#CP 2 in the case of TB. The dimen-
sion of the space of L2 harmonic forms is only sensitive to the dimension of the middle
homology of the HHM compactification, and correspondingly both TB and ES have a
2-dimensional space of L2 harmonic 2-forms, with a 1-dimensional self-dual subspace.
Connections extending to the HHM compactification with L2 harmonic curvature are
parametrised by two integers p, q. The more intricate topology of TB however manifests
itself in the relation between dξ♭, ∗dξ♭ and the Poincare´ duals of a basis of 2-cycles,
compare (30) with (41).
The differences between TB and ES also emerge in the behaviour of harmonic spinors
under the SU(2) action. On TB L2 harmonic spinors belong to the SU(2) representation
of dimension n, with n varying in a range strictly related to the values of the integers
p, q, see equations (84), (88). On ES instead, harmonic spinors belong to a SU(2)
representation of fixed dimension |p|, with degeneracy |q|.
For all three spaces, the splitting of the space of harmonic L2 spinors as a direct
sum of SU(2) representations can be related to the limiting values of the connection A
as it approaches the U(1) fixed point loci. Let us take ω0 =
1
2η3, the connection on
the U(1) bundle over S2 with first Chern number one, as our reference value. In the
case of TN, A vanishes on the nut r = N and converges to (q + 12)ω0 on the bolt Σ∞,
see equation (95), corresponding to the range (100) of allowed dimensionalities for the
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SU(2) representations. In the case of TB, A ranges from (p+ 12)ω0 at the bolt r = 2N
to
(
q + 12
)
ω0 at the bolt Σ∞, see equation (70), corresponding to the range (84) or (88)
for the allowed dimensionalities of the SU(2) representations. On ES, A has the same
limit, pω0, see equation (103), at both the bolt r = 2M and Σ∞, corresponding to the
fact that harmonic spinors always belong to the SU(2) representation of dimension |p|.
In the cases of TB and TN we have found all the L2 harmonic spinors. The same
can be said for ES if the Dirac operator is twisted by a self-dual connection, but for a
generic L2 harmonic connection the space of zero modes could be bigger. In all cases our
results are consistent with the value of the index of /DA. Interestingly, all the harmonic
spinors that we have found are eigenstates of the chirality operator, that is either purely
left- or right-handed.
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A The twisted Dirac operator
We follow the general setup of [5] which we recall here. Let {γµ}, µ = 1, . . . , 4, be
Clifford generators,
γµγν + γνγµ = −2δµνI4, (136)
where I4 is the 4× 4 identity matrix. We take the generators in the chiral form
γa =
(
0 σa
−σa 0
)
, a = 1, 2, 3, γ4 =
(
0 −i1
−i1 0
)
, (137)
where 1,0 are the 2 × 2 identity and null matrices and {σa} the Pauli matrices. Dirac
spinors which are eigenvectors of the chirality operator −γ1γ2γ3γ4 with eigenvalue +1
(respectively −1) are called left-handed (right-handed). In the chiral representation
(137), the third and fourth (first and second) components of a left-handed (right-handed)
Dirac spinor vanish.
The twisted Dirac operator /DA associated to an orthonormal coframe {eµ}, its dual
frame {Eµ} and the Abelian real-valued connection A is, see e.g. [12],
/DA = γµ
[(
Eµ + iA(Eµ)
)
I4 − 1
8
[γρ, γσ ]ωρσ(Eµ)
]
. (138)
The non-twisted Dirac operator /D is obtained by setting A = 0.
In terms of the left-invariant 1-forms on SU(2),
η1 = sinψ dθ − cosψ sin θ dφ,
η2 = cosψ dθ + sinψ sin θ dφ,
η3 = dψ + cos θ dφ,
(139)
with θ ∈ [0, π], φ ∈ [0, 2π), ψ ∈ [0, 4π), a Bianchi IX metric has the form
gIX = f
2dr2 + a2η21 + b
2η22 + c
2η23 (140)
with a, b, c, f functions of the transverse coordinate r only. If a = b, so that the metric
acquires a U(1) isometry generated by the Killing vector field ∂/∂ψ, the metric is said
to be bi-axial. In the following we write ˙ for f−1d/dr, and ′ for d/dr.
We take the orthonormal coframe
e1 = aη1, e
2 = bη2, e
3 = cη3, e
4 = −fdr. (141)
In our conventions Latin indices vary in the range {1, 2, 3} and Greek indices vary in
the range {1, 2, 3, 4}. The Einstein summation convention is enforced but, since we are
working with an orthonormal coframe, we do not distinguish upper indices from lower
ones. We denote the orthonormal frame dual to {eµ} by {Eµ}. Note that
E1 = a
−1X1, E2 = b
−1X2, E3 = c
−1X3, E4 = −f−1∂r, (142)
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where
X1 = sinψ ∂θ +
cosψ
sin θ
(cos θ ∂ψ − ∂φ) ,
X2 = cosψ ∂θ − sinψ
sin θ
(cos θ ∂ψ − ∂φ) ,
X3 = ∂ψ
(143)
are the left-invariant vector fields on SU(2) dual to the forms {ηi}.
Define
A =
b2 + c2 − a2
2bc
, B =
c2 + a2 − b2
2ca
, C =
a2 + b2 − c2
2ab
. (144)
and
Di = Xi + iA(Xi), i = 1, 2, 3, D± = D1 ± iD2. (145)
It can be shown in [10, 5] that for a Bianchi IX metric /DA can be written
/DA =
(
0 T
†
A
TA 0
)
(146)
with
TA =
[
i∂r
f
+A(E4) + i
2
(
a˙
a
+
b˙
b
+
c˙
c
)]
1+ iBA (147)
=
[
i∂r
f
+A(E4) + i
2
(
a˙+A
a
+
b˙+B
b
+
c˙+ C
c
)]
1− σ1D1
a
− σ2D2
b
− σ3D3
c
,
T
†
A =
[
i∂r
f
+A(E4) + i
2
(
a˙
a
+
b˙
b
+
c˙
c
)]
1− iBA (148)
=
[
i∂r
f
+A(E4) + i
2
(
a˙−A
a
+
b˙−B
b
+
c˙− C
c
)]
1+
σ1D1
a
+
σ2D2
b
+
σ3D3
c
,
where
BA = i
(
σ1D1
a
+
σ2D2
b
+
σ3D3
c
)
+
1
2
(
A
a
+
B
b
+
C
c
)
. (149)
The operator T†A is the formal adjoint of TA.
In the case of a bi-axial Bianchi IX metric (a = b⇒ A = B), setting
λ = c/a, (150)
we calculate
1
2
(
A
a
+
B
b
+
C
c
)
=
1
2a
(
2 + λ2
2λ
)
,
i
(
σ1D1
a
+
σ2D2
b
+
σ3D3
c
)
=
(
iD3/c iD−/a
iD+/a −iD3/c
)
=
1
2a
(
2iD3/λ 2iD−
2iD+ −2iD3/λ
)
,
(151)
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so that
BA =
1
2a
(
2iD3/λ 2iD−
2iD+ −2iD3/λ
)
+
1
2a
(
2 + λ2
2λ
)
(152)
and
TA =
i
f
(
∂r +
a′
a
+
c′
2c
+A(E4)
)
1+ iBA, (153)
T
†
A =
i
f
(
∂r +
a′
a
+
c′
2c
+A(E4)
)
1− iBA. (154)
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B Eigenvectors of PA leading to no L2 solutions
In this appendix we show that eigenvectors of the form (54) lead to no non-trivial L2
harmonic spinors on TB. Our starting point is the solution (63) of the Dirac equation.
Substituting the eigenvalue (54) of PA for Λ in (63), with a, b, c, f given by (8), p˜
by (77) and A, B satisfying (73), we obtain
h =
C√
r +N
(r − 2N)−1/4 (r −N/2)−1/4 exp
[
± 1
2N
∫ √
γ dr
(r − 2N)(2r −N)
]
, (155)
with C an arbitrary constant. The sign choice corresponds to the one in (54), and γ is
γ = 16N2(j −m)(j +m+ 1)(r2 − 5Nr/2 +N2)+
+
1
4
(
N2(4m+ 2q + 3) + r2(−4m+ 2q − 1) +Nr(3p− 5q − 1)
)2
.
(156)
The integral in (155) can be expressed in terms of the roots of a polynomial of 4th order
in r whose coefficients depend on the parameters m, j, p, q. However, that is not very
useful. Instead, to determine square integrability at large r and near the bolt it is enough
to estimate the behaviour for r ≫ 1 and r ≃ 2N .
For large r we obtain
exp
[
± 1
2N
∫ √
γ dr
(r − 2N)(2r −N)
]
≃ exp
[
±
( |1 + 4m− 2q|
8N
)
r
]
, (157)
while for r ≃ 2N we obtain
exp
[
± 1
2N
∫ √
γ dr
(r − 2N)(2r −N)
]
≃ (r − 2N)± 14 |1+4m−2p| . (158)
Since p, q, 2m ∈ Z, the expressions 1 + 4m − 2q, 1 + 4m − 2p never vanish. Square
integrability at infinity and near the bolt require incompatible sign choices, thus we
conclude that the eigenvector choice (54) leads to no L2 harmonic spinors. For the
solution (66) similar computations lead to the same conclusion.
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